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Highlights
• Equity index put-writing strategies
have become increasingly popular
with institutional investors because
they offer a highly liquid, alternative
form of equity exposure that has
historically outperformed equity
markets on a risk-adjusted basis
• A sharp spike in equity market
volatility in February 2018, after an
extended period of calm markets, led
to press reports about the dangers of
short volatility strategies
• We believe that put-writing strategies
are misunderstood and that comparisons to direct short volatility strategies
are misleading. We show that the
dynamic nature of a put-writing
strategy means that put-writing is not,
in fact, short volatility over meaningful
time horizons
• We conclude that put-writing can
offer the potential to improve riskadjusted returns in a rising volatility
environment while offering long-term
investors better diversification and risk
management

Put-writing strategies and volatility
Put-writing strategies—systematically selling short-dated equity index put options—seek
to benefit from both the equity premium and the volatility risk premium embedded in
option prices. Combining these risk premia has the potential to provide attractive returns
while exhibiting significantly lower levels of risk compared to a direct allocation to equities.
Historically these strategies have delivered superior risk-adjusted
returns and provided an attractive opportunity for investors
searching for better diversification and risk management. These
strategies have become increasingly popular with institutional
investors in recent years.

We use market data from end December 2006 through to
August 2017, for which we have a full data set. However,
simulated data is available from June 1986 for the PUT index
which demonstrates a similar pattern of superior risk-adjusted
performance over a longer history.1

The chart below shows the performance of the CBOE PUT
index (hereafter the “PUT index”), a systematic strategy which
sells and rolls 1-month put options on the S&P 500 index,
against the performance of the S&P 500 index itself. While the
S&P 500 index delivered higher total returns over the period
chosen, on a risk-adjusted basis the PUT Index outperformed.

How did put-writing perform when volatility spiked?
Recent press coverage of put-writing strategies questioned the
benefits of put-writing with high-profile articles in the financial
press making a case that put-writing is a bet against market
volatility and attempting to categorise put-writing alongside
leveraged short volatility bets such as inverse VIX products

Exhibit 1: CBOE PUT index vs S&P 500 index
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which lost almost all of their value when implied volatility
spiked.2 This reflects a misunderstanding of put-writing
strategies, which have an exposure to volatility in the very
short term but over any longer time period, including the
medium-term horizon of institutional investors, are not
strongly correlated with the direction of volatility, when
viewed relative to equities, and may even benefit from
rising volatility.

their relationship to market conditions. In particular, we should
ask ourselves whether positive performance in the past was
driven by market risk premia which are likely to be persistent or
by a tail wind created by specific market conditions.

The chart below shows the performance of the PUT index
against the performance of the S&P 500 index over the selloff
in equity markets in early 2018 with the CBOE VIX index
shown alongside for reference. While volatility spiked, with
the VIX index rising from the low teens to a closing high of
37.32 on the 5th of February 2018, the PUT index outperformed the S&P 500 index, cushioning the downside as
expected from the viewpoint of an equity investor. The
performance of the PUT index was largely driven by the
performance of the equity market.
Of course historical returns only tell us about the past and we
should not assume that these returns will be repeated going
forward. When assessing any investment strategy we need to
develop an understanding of the sources of risk and return and

The assumption behind the press reports is that a put-writing
strategy represents a short exposure to volatility so, intuitively,
will perform badly in a rising volatility environment. However,
the actual relationship between volatility and the performance
of a put-writing strategy is much less straightforward. To
develop a general understanding of how a put-writing strategy
is likely to perform in an environment with rising equity market
volatility, we need to take an in-depth look into this relationship
and consider the impact of changing volatility on a dynamic
strategy from the perspective of an equity investor.
The conclusion from our analysis is surprising and counterintuitive: while put-writing strategies have a directional
exposure to volatility in the very short term, over any longer
time period, including the medium term horizon of institutional
investors, a put-writing strategy is not strongly correlated with
the direction of volatility and may even benefit from rising
volatility. Or, to put it another way, put-writing, when viewed
as an equity replacement, is not ‘short volatility’ after all.

Exhibit 2: PUT index vs S&P 500 index and CBOE VIX index from 29 Jan 2018 to 26 Feb 2018
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For instance, the VelocityShares Daily Inverse VIX Short-Term ETN which lost 96.1% of its value from close on 1 February 2018 to close on 8 February
2018 and was subsequently liquidated. Source: UBS Asset Management, Bloomberg.
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What does the data say?
Our analysis is conducted from the viewpoint of an investor
evaluating put-writing as an alternative to equity exposure.
Consequently, we are interested in the relative performance of
the PUT index and the S&P 500 index on a risk-adjusted basis.
Volatility generally rises when equity markets are falling, so
looking at relative returns will control for this effect and allow
us to check whether a put-writing strategy outperforms or
underperforms equities in this market scenario as a result of
the exposure to volatility embedded in put options.
We use the VIX index, which is based on the implied volatility
of 1-month S&P 500 index options, as a measure of volatility.
In Exhibit 3, we can see the relationship between volatility
and PUT index relative performance. Each point represents a
1-year risk-adjusted relative performance of the PUT Index, on
the y-axis, and the percentage change in the VIX index over
the same period, on the x-axis. We have plotted points on a
daily, overlapping basis with start dates from Jan 2007 to
August 2016.

If the put-writing strategy is ‘short volatility’ relative to equity
as hypothesised then we would expect to see more points
clustered in the bottom right quadrant of the chart, representing periods when the VIX index rose and the PUT index
underperformed. In fact, the chart shows no clear relationship
between the two, and there are actually more points in the
top right quadrant (689) than the bottom right quadrant
(443). The statistics bear this out with a slightly upward
sloping trendline and an R2 (a statistical measure of the degree
to which the movement in the VIX ‘explains’ the PUT index
risk-adjusted relative performance) of just 0.01. We also see
similar results when we run the analysis for shorter periods
using the same methodology (10 business days and 30
business days respectively).3
This means that, over the period of the sample, even if it had
been possible to perfectly forecast the gain or fall in the VIX
index over the next year it would not have helped us to
forecast the relative performance of the PUT index over the
same period. Or to put it another way, we believe any view an
investor has about the likely development of market volatility
should not sway her decision on whether to invest in a
put-writing strategy.

Exhibit 3: PUT index relative performance4 vs. % Change in VIX index over 1-year periods
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Source: Bloomberg, UBS Asset Management. Note that indices are not investible instruments and performance does not reflect any fees or expenses which would lower
investment returns. Daily data used with each point representing data for a 252 business day period.
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Using the same daily data set and methodology we calculated an R 2 of 0.01 for 10 day performance and an R 2 of 0.00 for 30 day performance.
PUT index relative performance defined as the total return from a hypothetical investment in the PUT index minus the total return over the same period
from a hypothetical investment allocated 70% to the S&P 500 index and 30% to USD 3m Libor index at inception.
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Put-writing can also perform well when volatility
starts low
An additional point to consider is whether the starting level
of volatility matters. The above considers the movement in the
VIX index regardless of the starting point but does the result
still hold if we narrow the analysis down to observations
where the VIX index starts from a low level?
The scatter chart below uses the same data as Exhibit 3 but
only includes points where the initial level of the VIX index was
below 14.50, which represents the lowest 25% of VIX observations in our data set. The results show a similar pattern to the
full data set, demonstrating that there is limited directional
exposure to volatility on a relative, risk-adjusted basis and that
put-writing strategies also have the potential to perform well in
environments where volatility climbs from initial lows.
Why isn’t put-writing a short volatility strategy?
As we note above, the result of our analysis seems counter-intuitive since selling a put option creates a short volatility
exposure (a short put option has negative ‘vega’ in options
terminology). So, why doesn’t the put-writing strategy
underperform in periods of rising volatility?

To understand the performance we need to look in more
detail at the composition of the put-writing strategy and the
key features which affect the sensitivity to volatility.
First, we note that a put-writing strategy typically holds short
dated option positions up to, or close to, expiry. Intra-period
changes to implied volatility will affect the mark-to-market
valuation but will cancel out as the option gets closer to expiry
and the option price converges to the payout formula. The
volatility impact over the holding period is determined by the
difference between the implied volatility at inception (which
determines the premium received) and the realized volatility
over the holding period (which determines the distribution of
performance for the underlying index), i.e. the strategy is not
primarily exposed to the absolute level of volatility but the
relative difference between implied volatility when the
position is established and realized volatility over the full
option holding period.
When realized volatility spikes it is usually as a result of a sharp
fall in equity markets. In this scenario a put-writing strategy is
exposed to downside volatility in a similar way to a long equity
position and the difference between implied and realized

Exhibit 4: PUT index relative performance vs. % change in VIX index with low starting VIX (below 14.5)
over 1-year periods
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volatility is likely to be negative. However, because a put-writing
strategy writes short-dated put options, the exposure will roll
off and be renewed at the next roll date, at which point the
strategy can take advantage of higher implied volatility and
partially offset any losses. This rolling feature of a put-writing
strategy is critical as it ensures that an investor is not locked in
to an absolute exposure to volatility at a particular level.
Instead, implied volatility exposure will rise and fall through
time as implied volatility evolves and the positions are rolled.
In this way higher volatility can actually deliver a benefit over
longer periods as higher option premiums are collected each
time a new option is sold. This scenario can potentially be
even more attractive for put-writing strategies as a period of
market stress may result in elevated implied volatility levels for
some time even as realized volatility falls back.

Conclusion: Put-writing is a strategy that adapts to
changing markets
We believe that put-writing strategies offer an attractive
alternative to equity exposure for multi-year investors who are
seeking exposure to alternative risk premia and better risk
management. Volatility has been at depressed levels for some
time but we believe that this is not a permanent feature of
equity markets and we are already seeing signs of a regime
change to higher and more variable volatility. Our analysis
shows that this scenario is not detrimental to put-writing
strategies, however, and we believe that put-writing strategies
can continue to deliver attractive risk-adjusted returns for
investors as market conditions evolve.

Put-writing provides exposure to the ‘volatility risk premium’
Investors trade options for a variety of reasons. A large group of market participants use options to better manage the risk
profile of portfolios, particularly in the form of long positions in put options to limit downside risk. With a systematic
put-writing strategy, option sellers are taking the other side of this trade and can earn attractive premium income in
exchange for providing pre-defined downside-risk cover.
As with all asset markets, prices for options adjust to match supply and demand, so greater demand for protection means
higher put option prices and a positive return expectation to those willing to provide such protection. Put option buyers are
also typically motivated by risk control and are therefore less sensitive to price than option sellers, who can require compensation to assume asymmetric downside risk. This compensation is embedded in option prices and is known as the volatility
risk premium.
A systematic put-writing strategy can be viewed as an alternative way to invest in equities, forfeiting some of the potential
upside in favor of a fixed amount, earned at the time of the option sale, which includes the volatility risk premium. This is
particularly beneficial when markets realize flat, slightly positive or slightly negative returns, but will not keep track with a
direct equity investment if markets rise strongly.
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